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ABSTRACT 

 

The purposes of this paper are to: 1) describe the integration of generalized audit software 

(GAS)—specifically, IDEA—in an information systems auditing course, 2) to illustrate 

the data mining capabilities of IDEA in two fraud detection cases and, 3) make 

recommendations regarding the effective integration of the software in other auditing or 

fraud/forensic classes. The first fraud case presented here illustrates the use of data 

mining techniques to detect unauthorized users in the system (Unauthorized Users), and 

the second illustrates detection of unauthorized payments (Unauthorized Payments).  
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INTRODUCTION 

 The proliferation of fraud cases in the financial services (e.g., Bernie Madoff, 

Jerome Kervial of Societe Generale) and other industries (e.g., Enron) has resulted in the 

desire to hire auditors with fraud detection and forensic skills. The importance of having 

these skills in-house for many companies as part of their internal audit function is also 

being discussed.
1
 This is in addition to calls to integrate technology into the accounting 

curriculum for the last two decades. Albrecht and Sack (2000) suggested the importance 

of curriculum change by integrating technology to avoid producing accounting graduates 

unable to operate in our technologically advancing profession. The purposes of this paper 

are to a) describe the integration of generalized audit software (GAS)—specifically, 

IDEA—in an information systems auditing course, b) illustrate the data mining 

capabilities of IDEA in two fraud detection cases developed for the course developed by 

the author and, c) make recommendations as to the integration of the software in other 

auditing or fraud/forensic classes. The graduate-level information systems auditing 

course described here integrates the IDEA software throughout the semester to teach 

fraud detection and analysis techniques, tying in the use of the software with the lecture 

and discussion material. 

 Ahadiat (2008) discusses the Association to Advance Collegiate School of 

Business International (AACSB) and AICPA requirements that students acquire 

experience with technology tools in use in the profession. Their survey suggested that 

while accounting information systems classes made some use of computer labs for class 

meetings and data analysis software assignments, auditing classes did not make use of 

                                                   
1
 This issue was discussed during the panel discussion (current security issues) at the October 20, 2010 

Information Systems Audit and Control Association (Houston Chapter) meeting. 
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these. Many times, instructors are reluctant to integrate software into a class that already 

has more than enough topic coverage requirements to fill a semester. The addition of a 

new software package with its associated learning curve can be intimidating. Smith- 

David, Maccracken, and Reckers (2003) point out that the high costs, along with the non-

assured rewards of adding software to the course account for the reluctance of instructors 

to implement technology, particularly if instructors do not feel that they are “technology-

savvy.” While Smith-David et al. (2003) specifically addresses the integration of 

technology into introductory accounting courses, their comments also apply to courses 

such as auditing, fraud/forensic classes, and /or information systems auditing. This is 

especially true for instructors trying to develop a new course who do not have the time 

and/or resources to develop software-based assignments.  

Our university’s experience with Audimation Service’s Academic Partnership 

Program has provided our students with a competitive edge when they interview for jobs 

in the fraud examination profession.
2
 This paper discusses how the IDEA software was 

integrated into a graduate-level information systems auditing (IS Auditing) class, which 

uses hands-on fraud detection and analysis exercises throughout the semester. Included 

here are two fraud cases developed by the author. This paper also provides suggestions to 

help instructors integrate data extraction software into any auditing or fraud/forensic 

auditing class. 

BACKGROUND 

 Scheiner and Kiger (1983) were some of the first to encourage the integration of 

GAS into an auditing elective course. The Auditing Section Education Committee of the 

                                                   
2
 CaseWare IDEA, Inc. of Canada develops the software. Audimation Services (www.audimation.com ) is 

the US distributor of the IDEA software 

http://www.audimation.com/
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American Accounting Association (the Committee) (2000-2001) discussed changes in the 

topic coverage in information systems auditing courses since the Groomer and Heintz 

(1994) study. Of the eleven syllabi for IS auditing courses reviewed, nine (81.8 percent) 

covered computer-assisted audit tools/techniques, as compared to 36.1 percent in the 

earlier Groomer and Heintz study. In addition, the Committee noted that 36.4 percent of 

the IS auditing classes were covering fraud and substantive testing of the revenue and 

purchasing cycles. The IDEA software integrates especially well in these areas. The 

ability of the software to perform data mining and data extractions with a user-friendly, 

menu-driven format helps the students use hands-on techniques to apply what they are 

learning in the auditing class. 

 While Janvrin, Bierstaker, and Lowe (2008) show that the professional auditors in 

their sample use audit information technology for certain procedures, such as sampling, 

analytical procedures, and report writing, their respondents did not indicate frequent use 

of audit IT for fraud review. This was in contrast to the respondents’ indication of the 

importance of auditing applications for fraud review. Janvrin et al. (2008) recommend 

that the audit firms expand the use of audit applications, and suggested that those setting 

auditing standards address the use of auditing applications in the areas of fraud review. 

Pearson and Singleton (2008) lament that accounting education has not kept up with the 

innovations in fraud and forensic auditing. The IDEA software is an excellent data 

mining tool that illustrates fraud detection techniques. For example, the software can 

analyze large sets of data, and can perform Benford’s analysis or other extractions to 

detect fraud (e.g., determining if terminated employees are still logging in to the system).  
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 Three years ago, a graduate-level IS auditing elective course was developed 

incorporating the recommended topics from the ISACA Model Curriculum for a basic IS 

auditing course. References used to develop class materials included the Certified 

Information Systems Auditor (CISA) review materials, trade publications, older IT Audit 

textbooks, and recent articles from the ISACA Journal. The materials for the course 

currently include a trade publication on IT Auditing and a custom book that includes 

auditing and forensic topics, as well as recent articles from the ISACA Journal, Internal 

Auditor, Fraud Magazine, and the Wall Street Journal dealing with IT and fraud auditing 

topics. The recommended topic coverage in the course ties in well with the IDEA 

workbook, as each chapter in the workbook covers a partial audit of a business process. 

Exhibit 1 is an excerpt from the course syllabus, illustrating how the IDEA software is 

integrated into the course topics covered.  

 

Course Learning Objectives and Integration of the IDEA Software 

 The learning objectives of the IS Auditing course include providing the student 

with the information to: 

1. Apply core concepts of IS auditing 

2. Recognize legislation, rules, and regulations related to IS auditing 

3. Analyze the unique risks of information technology and information assets 

4. Acquire experience conducting portions of business process audits and interpreting 

results using the IDEA software. This experience includes writing formal audit 

reports discussing the audit findings, potential risk exposures, and recommendations 

to management. 
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5. Learn basic techniques for fraud detection in the areas of disbursements and system 

access 

 

The students are introduced to the software during a lab session conducted during the 

third week of class. There are five IDEA assignments in the course: three require the 

students to work through the three audit chapters in the IDEA workbook (accounts 

receivable, accounts payable, and inventory), and two are fraud detection assignments 

developed by the author (one addressing unauthorized users and the other addressing 

unauthorized payments). Each assignment is completed by the individual students and 

takes them approximately 2-5 hours each.  

Features of the IDEA Software 

The IDEA educational version includes a workbook, the software CD (with 

related data files), online access to a case (with data files), and technical support for both 

students and instructors.
3
 The workbook is organized by audit. Each chapter includes 

step-by-step instructions with screen shots and check figures for the audit of the area. At 

the beginning of each section is an introduction to the audit (including instructions for 

importing the necessary data files), followed by a description of the potential risks of the 

area, the implications of that risk, and the management assertions addressed by mitigation 

of that risk (see Exhibit 2). Each section of the workbook also contains an audit program, 

which the students are required to fill out and turn in (Exhibit 3). Students must also write 

an audit report discussing the audit findings, potential risk exposures, and 

                                                   
3
 Instructors who enter into an academic partnership with Audimation receive a free copy of the software 

(limited to 5,000 records), the IDEA workbook, and the case study. The school is allowed to load the 

software on its network as well. The workbook data files are included on the CD included with the 

package. Version 8.4 is the current version, which is compatible with Windows 7. Audimation provides the 

workbook and the software to the students for about $35 (plus any bookstore markup). 
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recommendations to correct the deficiencies noted. For the assignments discussed here, 

the students go through the workbook on their own to prepare to work the business 

process audits. For an instructor new to integrating IDEA into their class, they can use the 

workbook chapters as assignments early in the semester, and then complete the two fraud 

assignments included here (as is suggested in the schedule shown in Exhibit 1). 

The IDEA workbook illustrates the use of IDEA for many tests typically 

performed during a fraud audit—e.g., random/stratified samples, extractions of high or 

low value items, tests for duplicate checks, gap detection, Benford’s analysis, joining 

databases with a common data field, and aging analysis.  

Another feature of IDEA is the history file. This file records all of the actions 

performed by the user in a particular working folder (i.e., audit) and can be printed out as 

an “audit trail” for the instructor to review. Items cannot be deleted from the history file, 

but comments can be added to help future users replicate and/or understand the 

procedures performed by previous users. This file can be viewed any time the software is 

open in that working folder. An excerpt from a history file is illustrated in Exhibit 4.  

 

Pedagogy 

The simplest way to integrate the IDEA software for fraud detection in an 

auditing course is to tie the chapters in the IDEA workbook to the business process audit 

discussions, as shown in Exhibit 1. The requirement that the students fill out the audit 

program and interpret their results requires them to consider the implications of their 

results on the risk assessment for the area. For example, if the results indicate that some 

disbursements were made on Saturday or Sunday, this might not necessarily indicate 
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fraudulent activity (e.g., if the company is open seven days a week), but should be 

investigated further, particularly if the client does not normally conduct business on the 

weekends. The resultant risk exposure from unauthorized disbursements could be 

substantial, and recommendations of controls to limit this activity could be made once the 

investigation of noted exceptions is completed.  

While an instructor might choose to use the data provided with the IDEA 

software, instructors can develop their own assignments using other data, which allows 

the students to use the workbook as a reference.
4
 With the fraud detection cases discussed 

here, the data mining capabilities of IDEA are illustrated, allowing an instructor to 

integrate a discussion of fraud detection and forensic investigation. The two fraud 

detection cases developed for the graduate IS auditing course are described in the section 

entitled “Fraud Cases Using IDEA.” 

 

Benefits of Integrating IDEA into the Course 

 Besides addressing the issues mentioned in the Committee’s report, the benefits of 

integrating IDEA into IS auditing course include: 

 Hands-on knowledge of a popular GAS, resulting in a more interactive approach to 

teaching auditing techniques and tools 

 Practice using audit programs, performing a risk assessment, and applying audit 

objectives 

 Development of written communication skills because of the requirement to write an 

audit report based on the findings 

                                                   
4
 Audimation’s Academic Partnership currently works with professors using IDEA in their courses to 

provide an online forum where professors can share developed cases and data files with other professors 

who are members of the Academic Partnership (http://www.audimation.com/academic.cfm ). 

http://www.audimation.com/academic.cfm
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 Practice in the use of data mining techniques utilized in fraud detection  

 Low cost of software and materials (free to instructors and universities, inexpensive 

to students) 

 Software compatibility with most university networks; software can also be used by 

the students on their home or office computers 

 The software is easy to learn, has excellent technical support, and discounted 

supplemental training for educators is available through Audimation Services 

 Providing the students with a competitive advantage during interviews because of 

their experience in using auditing software, performing actual fraud detection 

procedures, and analyzing their results
5
 

 

Limitations of the IDEA Software 

 In our experience as a university, there have been very few problems with using 

the IDEA software over the last nine years. The software works well on institutional 

networks, and the students have no difficulty loading IDEA on their personal computers. 

To become fairly conversant in the software requires a 2-4 hour investment of an 

instructor’s time to learn the software (the best way to do that is to work through the 

workbook). There are no licensing problems with the educational version, although an 

instructor who wants to introduce the use of IDEA for large databases might find the 

5000 record limitation of the educational version of the software to be an issue. The 

newest versions of IDEA have added the ability to import SAP databases and are 

                                                   
5
 The IDEA software is being used by many accounting firms and internal audit departments throughout the 

world. 
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compatible with Windows 7 operating systems. Importing text files is still somewhat 

challenging, but the learning curve for this procedure not steep. 

 

Grading 

 These cases are used in the class as individual assignments, requiring submission 

of the required materials by each student. The students receive credit for handing in the 

correct printouts and submitting their electronic files via the course support website. 

Exhibit 5 shows the breakdown of the scores for the various assignments. Since screen 

shots and check figures are provided in the IDEA workbook, the total points allocated to 

the assignments from the workbook are lower than those for the fraud cases (for which 

the workbook is a reference). Exhibit 6 shows the rubrics for the “Unauthorized Users” 

and “Unauthorized Payments” cases (described below), allowing the instructor to assess 

student learning of basic fraud detection skills. 

 

Student Feedback 

 Student feedback on the use of the IDEA software has been very positive. In the 

formal evaluations, the students rated the use of the software highly and wrote comments 

indicating that the hands-on applications made the course more interesting and helped 

them understand the concepts they were learning. Since there is no auditing or accounting 

information systems prerequisite for the course, the knowledge levels vary among the 

students. In the three years the course has been taught at our university, there has not 

been a single negative student comment about the IDEA software. We even had a student 

taking the course who detected fraud (using IDEA) while auditing a client during his 
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internship with a small accounting firm. Student comments with regard to these cases 

have been very positive, as students enjoy the “investigative” nature of the assignments. 

The average score on the formal evaluations for the item “involving students in hands-on 

projects” has averaged 4.8 (out 5). Examples of individual comments include, “lots of 

projects and hands-on cases that were interesting,” “this course really made auditing 

interesting. I really liked using IDEA to do the fraud assignments.” 

 

Recommendations for Utilizing the IDEA Software in Other Courses 

 Integrating the IDEA software in other classes can be accomplished quite easily. 

Our university has been using the IDEA software in various classes since 2002. For 

example, we have integrated this software into an undergraduate accounting elective that 

teaches the students advanced spreadsheet skills and applications of IDEA in auditing. 

We also introduce the IDEA software in the graduate-level accounting information 

systems course to encourage students to take higher-level electives to develop their skills 

with the software beyond the basics taught in the workbook. Most types of databases can 

be easily imported into IDEA (e.g., DB files, Access files, Excel spreadsheets, SAP files). 

As an instructor becomes more comfortable using the software, he/she can develop new 

assignments using other data. 

The IDEA software can also be utilized in a fraud or forensic auditing class 

because of the data mining techniques available for detecting disbursement, receipts, 

payroll, travel expense account, and fixed asset fraud. Other universities have used the 

software in internal auditing classes (emphasizing the fraud detection features of IDEA). 
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In addition, add-ons are available for the software to allow the user to utilize advanced 

sampling and statistical methods such as trend analysis and correlation analysis. 

The use of IDEA to illustrate data mining techniques in fraud detection teaches 

students to detect and analyze potential signals of fraudulent activity, which ties in 

directly with the requirements of the Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 99. 

SAS No. 99 requires that the audit teams document discussion of the risk of potential 

material misstatement due to fraud by the client. SAS No. 99 also requires that the team 

consider fraud risks when determining the analytical review procedures performed, and 

requires that the auditors communicate their fraud concerns to management, the audit 

committee, and other concerned parties. The requirement that the students interpret their 

audit findings and compose an audit report discussing those findings helps the students 

learn to identify what can go wrong in disbursements or access control functions. 

The next section discusses two basic fraud detection cases developed by the 

author using the IDEA software and Excel data files.
6
  

 

FRAUD DETECTION CASES USING IDEA 

 Students are very aware of the proliferation of fraud in the corporate world, and 

they are very interested in learning how to detect fraud. Both of the cases described here 

are set up as fraud detection audits. The cases deal with testing for unauthorized system 

access (Case 1) and testing for unauthorized payments (Case 2). The Excel data files 

(available from the author) include the Employee Master File, the Supplier Master File 

(Supplier File), the Active Users Directory File, the Payroll Most Current Period File, the 

                                                   
6
 Data files were initially provided by Audimation Services during a professional meeting training session. 

These data files were modified to expand the assignments. Data available from the author or Audimation 

Services at www.audimation.com . 

http://www.audimation.com/
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Accounts Payable File (AccPay for fraud), and the Customer Invoice File. The cases 

include a risk assessment with related management assertions to be tested, and an audit 

program that includes references to the section(s) in the IDEA workbook for the 

procedures. 

 

Audit Objectives of the Unauthorized Users Audit (Case 1) 

The students are given the following information for the Unauthorized Users case: 

 

You have been put in charge of the fraud detection audit for your client. The key 

risks associated with unauthorized access to the computer system, the business and audit 

implication of those risks, and the audit assertions that could be addressed by testing are 

shown in Exhibit 7.  

The audit program for this case (Exhibit 8) should be completed as you perform 

your tests. Please turn in printouts of your results, the properly filled out/initialed audit 

program/audit procedures sheet, along with an audit report discussing your audit findings. 

Appendix A in the Teaching Notes includes a description of the audit 

objectives/tests to be completed, narrative of the commands (with screen shots) necessary 

to perform each test, as well as screen shots of the results for each of the tests. The 

instructor can use the Appendix as an answer key and/or as lab notes to aid in teaching 

the students how to use the software.  

 

Audit Objectives for Unauthorized Payments Audit (Case 2) 

 The students are given the following information for the Unauthorized Payments 

case: 
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You have been put in charge of the fraud detection audit for your client. The key 

risks associated with unauthorized payments in accounts receivable, accounts payable 

and payroll, the business and audit implication of those risks, as well as the audit 

assertions that could be addressed by testing can be found in Exhibit 9.  

The audit program for this case (Exhibit 10) should be completed as you perform 

your tests. Please turn in printouts of your results, the properly filled out/initialed audit 

program/audit procedures sheet, along with an audit report discussing your audit findings. 

Appendix B in the Teaching Notes includes a description of the audit 

objectives/tests to be completed, narrative (with screen shots) of the commands to 

perform each test, as well as screen shots of the results for each of the tests.
7
 The 

instructor can use the Appendix as an answer key and/or as lab notes to aid in teaching 

the students how to use the software. Note that with both of these cases, once the students 

analyze their findings and put together an audit report, they have a better understanding 

of not only the specific exceptions, but also can identify any patterns that have emerged 

as the result of their tests. The instructor might even suggest the students develop follow-

up procedures (e.g., the same person, “HMV,” shows up as the person authorizing 

suspicious transactions that show up on the results of several of the tests from the 

Unauthorized Payments case. Follow-up investigation procedures might recommend a 

combination of interviews and source document collection.) 

 

Concluding Remarks 

 It is essential that our students enter the profession with skills gained from hands-

on experience with technology. Since many of our students enter public accounting or 

                                                   
7
 PDF files with the full results for both cases are available from the author. 
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internal auditing, experience utilizing data extraction software and analyzing results is a 

valuable and marketable skill. Many students are interested in learning methods to detect 

fraud, and being able to give them examples of how to use a tool such as IDEA to detect 

suspicious patterns and trends can give them an edge when they go on interviews. It also 

helps them develop a “trust-but-verify” attitude as they objectively review business 

processes and conduct their evidence-gathering tests. 
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EXHIBIT 1 

Excerpt from Syllabus (Spring Semester 2009)
8
 

 
02/09 Handout CLASS 3: IT CONTROLS and USING COMPUTER ASSISTED AUDIT TOOLS 

AND TECHNIQUES (CAATS)/IDEA LAB 

* Audit Evidence Process (CAATs) 

Introduction to IDEA 

software in the lab 

(2nd half of class) 

02/16 Handout CLASS 4: CONDUCTING THE IT AUDIT/AUDITING THE REVENUE 

PROCESS 

* Audit Planning Process 
* Audit Evidence Process 

LAB TIME TO WORK ON REVENUE PROCESS ASSIGNMENT 

Bakshi (2004) 

02/23 Handout  CLASS 5: AUDITING THE PURCHASING PROCESS/AUDITING THE 

INVENTORY PROCESS 

* Audit Planning Process 

* Audit Evidence Process 
LAB TIME TO WORK ON PURCHASING PROCESS/INVENTORY 

ASSIGNMENT 

IDEA Chapter 2 

(A/R audit) due 

03/02 Davis 

chapters 

3, 12, 
handout 

CLASS 6: IT DEPLOYMENT RISKS, SDLC, and ENTITY-LEVEL 

CONTROLS/introduction to PEACHTREE (Application Controls) 

* Information Management and Usage 
* Development, Acquisition and Maintenance of Information Systems: System 

Development Life Cycle (from handout) 

* Impact of IT on the Business Processes and Solutions 

Entity-level control audits (chapter 3 in Davis book) 

Hettigei (2005) 

IDEA Chapter 3 (A/P 

audit) due 

03/09  MID-TERM EXAM   

03/16  SPRING BREAK: NO CLASSES  

03/23 Davis 
chapter 

4, pages 

83-105 

CLASS 7: MANAGING THE IT FUNCTION AND DATA CENTERS 
Data center audit objectives and procedures 

Basic IT function organization (centralized v. distributed data processing): audit 

objectives and procedures 

Database issues: audit objectives and procedures 

 IS/IT Management (from Chapter 2 of CISA) 

LAB TIME TO WORK ON PEACHTREE CONTROLS ASSIGNMENT 

Malik (2006) 

IDEA Chapter 4 

(Inventory audit) due 

---------------- 

04/20 Custom: 

pages 

109-140, 
176-218 

CLASS 11: FRAUD AND FORENSIC AUDITING/DATA MINING 

TECHNIQUES 

 
LAB TIME TO WORK ON SECOND FRAUD ASSIGNMENT 

10 Truths About Fraud 

(WebCT), Singleton 

(2006) (“What every 
auditor should know 

about cyberforensics”) 

IDEA unauthorized 

users due 

04/27 Same as 
above 

CLASS 12: FRAUD AND FORENSIC AUDITING Cilli (2005), Moynihan 
(2008), Johnstone and 

Wong (2008), Taylor 

(2008) 

IDEA unauthorized 

payments due 

                                                   
8
 In the most recent 15-week semesters, the IDEA workbook chapter assignments have been replaced with 

business process audits (revenue/accounts receivable, payables/payroll, and inventory/travel expense 

audits) developed by the author and available through the IDEA Academic Partnership webpage 

(membership required for access). The process audit discussions are covered after the class addressing 

fraud and forensic auditing (now class 5). The IDEA workbook is used as a reference by the students for 

the process audit assignments. The most current syllabus is available from the author upon request. 
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EXHIBIT 2 

Example of IDEA Workbook Risk Assessment: Accounts Receivable Audit 

(Adapted from IDEA Workbook for Version 8) 

 
Risk Implications Audit Objectives 

1. The file is incorrectly Items could be omitted, or the listed items may not be Completeness, 

consolidated or summed included in the totals reported in the financial statements. Accuracy 

  The Accounts Receivable could be overstated or understated   

  depending on the direction of the error.   

      

2. Foreign currency  Management may not be aware of the impact of transactions Accuracy 

transactions are not  in foreign currency and may fail to take steps to manage   

translated correctly. currency risks. The Accounts Receivable could be overstated   

  of understated depending on the direction of the error   

      

3. Credit is granted to  The business will sell goods to parties from which they will not Valuation 

customers that are likely be able to collect cash. This has potential implications on    

to default liquidity and bad debt expenses.   

      

4. Customers are double- Double billing can negatively affect customer satisfaction. 
Existence, 
Validity, 

billed. Also, revenues and receivables would be overstated. Valuation 

      

5. Accounts Receivable Accounts could be entirely or partly invalid. Partially invalid 
Existence, 
Validity, 

are invalid or incorrectly accounts may be the result of delays in processing Accuracy 

stated. transactions of errors in applying credits and payments to   

  accounts. Fictitious accounts could be due to fraud.   

      

6. Improper allocation of Improper allocation of payments to accounts could affect the 

Existence, 

Validity, 

credits and payments. aging of the Accounts Receivable and this would affect  Accuracy 

  
management's ability to determine an effective course of 
action for handling the customer's account, e.g., sales to    

  customers could be blocked or the customer sent to   

  a collection agency even though  the customer is current.   

     

      

7. Accounts Receivable If the aging of the Accounts Receivable is not correct, then Valuation 

is not properly aged. management may fail to take action on overdue accounts in a   

  timely manner and permit sales to poor credit risks. Also, the   

  calculation of the allowance for doubtful accounts and bad   

  debt expense would be affected.   

      

8. A significant percentage The business could be exposed to a combination of credit and Presentation 

of the receivables is  liquidity risks if these large customers do not pay their debts in    

concentrated in a few a timely fashion. Also, the company may be deemed to be    

customers. economically dependent on the identified customers, and this   

  may need to be noted in the financial statements.   

      

9. Improper classification If a credit balance is classified as an AR instead of an AP, then Presentation 

of amounts it could distort the current ratio which could be part of a debt   

  covenant.   
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EXHIBIT 3 

Example of Audit Program from IDEA Workbook: Accounts Receivable Audit 

(Adapted from IDEA Workbook Version 8) 

 
Auditing Procedures Assertions Work done by Test Extent of 

    (initials) Ref Testing 

1. Obtain the data files from the client and load onto the 
PC.     2.3   

Load IDEA and create a project for Accounts Receivable         

for Bright IDEAs, Inc.         

          

2. Agree the total of Accounts Receivable:         

a) Import the Accounts Receivable details,     2.5   

b) Check the total, C   2.7   

c) Compute the field statistics, and C   2.8   

d) Reconcile the control totals to the trial balance. C V   2.9   

          

3. Select a sample for detailed testing and confirmation. E O   2.10   

          

4. Prepare an aged accounts analysis to review the  V   2.11   

profile of debtors.         

          

5. Identify old and large accounts for detailed testing. E V   2.12   

          

6. Identify all credit notes. V   2.13   

          

7. Prove calculations: V       

a) Calculations of net value and     2.14   

b) Totals by account.     2.15   

          

8. Identify accounts exceeding their credit limit: V       

a) Import the Customer Master File and     2.16.1   

b) Extract balances over their approved limit.     2.16.2   

     

Key to Assertions: Completeness, Existence, Ownership, Valuation, Presentation   
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EXHIBIT 4 

Excerpts from an IDEA History File 

 

 
 

Second Page: 
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EXHIBIT 5 

Example of Point Allocations for IDEA Assignments (Spring Semester 2009) 

 

 
          
         Number of 

     Name of Assignment/Case   Due Date     Possible Points 
 

    IDEA chapter 2 (A/R)    02/23  10 

  IDEA chapter 3 (A/P)    03/02  10  

  IDEA chapter 4 (Inventory)   03/23  10 

  Peachtree Controls Assignment^   03/30  20 

  Auditing after SOX case    04/06  10       

  IDEA unauthorized users   04/20  20    

  IDEA unauthorized payments   04/27  20 

  Total Possible Points      100* 

 

*Out of a total of 500 points in the course. The mid-term and final count 100 points each, the 

online quizzes (based on CISA practice questions) count for a total of 100 points, and the in-class 

group cases account for the remaining 100 points. 

 

 

 
^ Note: The Peachtree Controls Assignment is adapted from Lehmann, Heagy, and Norman (2007) and the 

Auditing after SOX case is a written assignment (e.g., non-computerized).  
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EXHIBIT 6 

Grading Rubrics for Unauthorized Users and Unauthorized Payments Cases 

 

Panel A: Unauthorized Users 

 
Rubric for IDEA: Unauthorized Users    

      

Class  ACCT 5335    

Semester      

      

IDEA Assignment     

Number of Points: 20    

      

     

      

   Audit program 

The 

interpretation Printout 

 Name/date in  4 Required prepared and properly of audit  of history 

 title of audit Reports filled out/signed off findings file 

Student ID (1 point) ( 2 each/8 points total) (2 points) (8 points) (1 point) 

 

 

 

 

 

Panel B: Unauthorized Payments 

 
Rubric for IDEA: Unauthorized Payments    

      

Class  ACCT 5335    

Semester      

      

IDEA Assignment     

Number of Points: 20    

      

 Unauthorized Payments    

      

  The 10  Audit program 
The 

interpretation Printout 

 Name/date in  required prepared and properly of audit  of history 

 title of audit reports filled out/signed off findings file 

Student ID (0.5 points) (1 each/10 points total) (1 point) (8 points) (0.5 points) 
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EXHIBIT 7 

Risk Assessment for Unauthorized Users Case 

 

You have been put in charge of the fraud detection audit for your client. Below are the 

risks associated with unauthorized access to the computer system. Below are the key 

risks, the business and audit implication of those risks, and the audit assertions that could 

be addressed by testing. 

 

 

Unauthorized Users Audit     

Risk Implications Assertions 

Terminated employees have been   Unauthorized access by terminated employees Validity, Accuracy 

Logging into the system could cause misstatement of assets, Existence 

  destruction of data, improper monitoring/   

  updating of access    

      

Terminated employees are listed as  Improper vendor could represent diversion Existence, Validity 

vendors in the A/P master file of company funds, indicating fraud   

      

System log-ins on days/times the  Unauthorized access might indicate an Existence, Validity 

company is closed  intent to commit fraud   
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EXHIBIT 8 

Audit Program for Unauthorized Users Case 

 

From the available/possible tests, the audit manager has decided on the appropriate 

tests/procedures for you to complete. 

 

  

Work Done By 

  Objective Auditing Procedures Initials Test Ref. Extent of Testing 

1 Import the employee and active directory user files (both Excel files)        

  using the FILE/IMPORT ASSISTANT.         

  

 

      

  Extract terminated employees using direct extraction with DIRECT   

Section 

3.10.4   

  

 EXTRACTION function. DIRECT EXTRACTION for TERM-DAT <> “” 

gives a list of terminated employees       

  

 

      

  WINDOW/WORKBOOK/TILE allows you to look at both files        

  simultaneously. Be sure to use the Terminated Employee file.       

  

 

      

  Joining Active Directory and Terminated Employee Files (includes terminated   Section   

  employees) DATA/FIELD MANIPULATION to check that the format     3.15.2   

  of USER-ID and EMP_NO are same format       

  

 

      

  JOIN Active Directory Users and Terminated Employee files       

     

  A DIRECT EXTRACTION can be used to determine if the last login date    Section    

  is greater than the termination date (use DATA/FIELD MANIPULATION     3.10.4   

   to make sure both fields are date formats). If they are not the same        

  An 8 digit date is in the format YYYYMMDD and an 10-digit date is in       

  The DD/MM/YYYY.       

          

2 Create a DIRECT EXTRACTION under the Employee file of terminated   Section   

  employees. Use IMPORT ASSISTANT to import the Suppliers file.    3.10.4   

  Use the JOIN function to create a report of Suppliers who are also        

  terminated employees       

          

3 Use a DIRECT EXTRACTION of the Active Directory Users file    Section   

  

 to determine log-ins on weekends (use @dow function, Sunday = 1, Saturday = 

7)   3.10.4   
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EXHIBIT 9 

Risk Assessment for Unauthorized Payments Case 

 

Unauthorized Payments Audit     

Risk Implications Assertions 

Accounts Receivable     

Non-sequential customer invoice  Invoices issued out of order could result Completeness 

numbers  in accounts receivable misstatement   

      

Accounts Payable     

Payments to fictitious vendors  Improper set up of vendors could result Validity, Existence 

  in fraudulent payments being made to    

  outside parties   

      

      

Vendors with P.O. box addresses, rather Could indicate an invalid/fictitious vendor Valuation 

 than street addresses  could result in fraudulent payments and/or   

  misstatement of accounts payable   

      

Payments on Saturday or Sunday Payments made when the company is  Existence, Validity 

  closed could suggest processing errors or   

  fraud   

      

Duplicate payments  Overpayment to vendors, overstates Validity, Valuation 

  expenses   

      

Vendor and employee names/addresses  are the This could represent a diversion of funds Existence, Validity 

same/similar or could be the result of contract labor   

  arrangements   

      

Multiple companies with the same  Might be a means to double-pay vendors Completeness, Validity 

address  for the same materials or services, causing   

  losses to the company from overpayment   

      

Invoices created slightly below the  Could indicate collusion with insider, or Validity, Valuation 

review threshold  desire to avoid having someone review   

  invoice that is higher than the PO, might   

  result in company overpaying for materials   

      

Payroll     

Excessive hours worked  Could indicate "ghost" employees, or Valuation, Validity 

  employees fraudulently reporting overtime   

  not performed, overstates payroll expenses   

      

Salary payments to non-existent or   Overstatement of payroll expenses Valuation, Validity 

terminated employees     
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EXHIBIT 10 

Audit Program for Unauthorized Payments Case 

    Work Done by     

Objective Auditing Procedures (Initials) Test Ref. 

Extent of 

Testing 

1 Ensure "customer invoices" is the active file   Section 3.12   

          

  INVOICE field contains the check number, make sure INVOICE field is numeric    Section 3.12   

          

  Perform GAP DETECTION task and report results   Section 3.12   

          

2 Ensure that "supplier master file" and "accpay file for fraud"    Section 3.15   

  have been properly imported       

          

  Join databases with common key(use "no secondary match" or use "matches   Section 3.15   

  only"); perform necessary extraction to determine unauthorized suppliers and       

  report results as in section 3.15       

         

          

3 Ensure that "supplier master file" is the active file       

          

  DIRECT EXTRACTION on the Supplier file to find all suppliers with PO     Section 3.10.4   

  

addresses, rather than street addresses (extraction:  ADDRESS1 = “P.O.”.OR. 

ADDRESS1=”PO”.OR.ADDRESS1=”P O”).        

  Report results       

          

4 Ensure "accpay file for fraud" is the active file   Section 3.10.4   

  Perform DIRECT EXTRACTION to find all invoices paid on Saturday or        

  Sunday and report results       

          

5 Ensure all employees and supplier files are the active files    Section 3.15.2   

         

  Perform JOIN DATABASES function to determine employees and vendors        

  

 with the same name and report results. Determine employees and vendors 

with same addresses (match on ADDRESS and ADDRESS1, respectively       

          

6 Ensure "accpay file for fraud" is the active file   Section 3.11   

          

  Perform ANALYSIS/DUPLICATE KEY/DETECTION to identify duplicate         

  payments and report results       

          

7 Ensure "supplier master file" is active file       

          

  Perform DATA/SORT to sort suppliers by addresses and analyze results        

          

8 Ensure "accpay file for fraud" is the active file   Section 3.9   

          

  Perform a DIRECT EXTRACTION to extract invoice amounts between        

  $29000 and $30000 (which is the threshold for a higher level review for        

  payment) and report results       
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Exhibit 10 (continued) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Work Done by     

Objective Auditing Procedures (Initials) Test Ref. 

Extent of 

Testing 

9 Import the "payroll  most current period" file   Section 3.15   

          

  Perform a DIRECT EXTRACTION to create a report of all employees who        

  worked more than 40 hours in the most recent week       

          

10 Import the "employee master file", determine "payroll most       

  current period" is the active file.       

          

  Join the two files   Section 3.15   

          

  Perform an extraction of all terminated employees from the combined file       

          

  For terminated employees, compare the termination date with the date of        

  the paycheck        

          

  Determine whether any current payees are not listed on the current employee        

  file (note that this will include terminated employees)       

          

  Report results of your analysis       
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TEACHING NOTES 

Using the Cases 

 The two fraud detection cases (Unauthorized Users and Unauthorized Payments) 

are given as individually-completed out of class assignments. These cases are assigned 

during the fraud/forensic investigation portion of the graduate information systems 

auditing course (IS auditing), but could easily be incorporated in an internal auditing, 

fraud/forensic auditing, or regular auditing class. Since the IDEA software is introduced 

early in the semester for our IS auditing course, and the students must work through the 

workbook, they are familiar with the software by the time these cases are due later in the 

semester. An alternative to assigning the cases as an out of class assignment is to present 

the cases in a lab for the students. 

 The IDEA software is loaded on our University server, and can be purchased 

(with the workbook) by the students for a reasonable price. The data files needed for 

these cases are all Excel 2003 files which are easily imported into IDEA. With these data 

files, the instructor can adjust the data in Excel to change or adjust the case results, or can 

expand the audit procedures. 

 Appendix A contains the “answer key/lab instructions” for completing the audit 

procedures for the Unauthorized Users case. Appendix B contains the “answer key/lab 

instructions” for completing the audit procedures for the Unauthorized Payments case. 

These include screen shots to help with instruction. 
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Analyzing Audit Findings 

Requiring the students to analyze their findings in a report is meant to help them 

to reflect on and communicate their results, as they would in a real audit. Several studies 

document that writing assignments can enhance the learning experience (e.g., Libby and 

Frederick 1990, Stocks et al. 1992, Baird et al. 1998, Koepppen 2000, Riordan et al. 

2000, Larkins 2001, Messmer 2001, Ashbaugh et al. 2002, and May and May 2003). 

Entry-level auditors must document their findings clearly on their audit workpapers. 

Stocks et al. (1992) suggested that “writing to learn” activities in accounting classes 

provides a way to solidify concepts and enhance understanding by compelling the 

students to concisely summarize a problem or issue covered in class. The students in the 

IS auditing class must write an audit report (discussing the scope, executive summary, 

potential risk exposures, findings, and recommendations) to the instructor. This writing 

assignment further enhances learning by including the following requirements specified 

by Stocks et al. (1992):  

 Provides a purpose, i.e., requires students to examine their findings and compile that 

information into a concise memo interpreting their results, 

 Indicates the proposed audience, i.e., their instructor (supervisor), and  

 Specifies the type of assignment, i.e., “reflective memos”/audit reports for both cases. 

As recommended by Stocks et al. (1992), the students are also provided with grading 

rubrics for the cases in advance. 

Baird et al. (1998) found the students’ perceptions of learning were higher in 

classes with “writing to learn” assignments than in the control class (with no writing 

assignments).  Riordan et al. (2000) found evidence that writing skills of accounting 
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students improved with a “writing across the curriculum approach.” This corresponds to 

more recent requirements for improving written communication skills required by 

professional organizations such as state societies of CPAs, and accrediting bodies such as 

the AACSB. The audit report requirement in these cases should encourage the students to 

reflect on the implications of their audit findings, and help them develop skills in 

concisely interpreting and communicating their results. 
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APPENDIX A 

Answer Key/Lab Notes for Instructor: Unauthorized Users Case 

 

Objectives for case 1 (unauthorized users) 

 

 

1. To determine whether terminated employees have been logging into the system 

(use Active Directory File and Terminated Employee File, refer to section 3.15.2 

in IDEA book) 

2. To determine whether terminated employees are listed as vendors in the A/P 

master file (use Terminated Employee File and Supplier Master File and match 

criteria should be “Address1”) 

3. To determine if there are system log ins on days/times the company is closed (use 

Active Directory File, see section 3.13, section 3.10.4 in IDEA book) 

 

NOTE: The students must turn in printouts of their results (including history file), the 

properly filled out/initialed audit program/audit procedures sheet, along with an audit 

report memo addressed to the instructor interpreting their findings. 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

 
Objective 1 
Set Working Folder as “Unauthorized Users Audit” from “Jan 1, 2007 – Dec 31, 2007”. 

 
 

Import the Employee Master File and Active Directory File (both Excel files) using the FILE/IMPORT 

ASSISTANT.  Import as Excel file, with first row as field names. 

 
 

Extract terminated employees using direct extraction with DIRECT EXTRACTION. Name the file 

“terminated employees”.  

 
 

DIRECT EXTRACTION for TERM_DAT <> “” (termination date not equal to blank) gives you a list of 
terminated employees (name this extraction “terminated employees”).  There are 60 terminated employees. 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
Objective 1 (continued): 

 
 

Join the Active Directory File (primary) with the terminated employees file (secondary) and match 

USER_ID and EMP_NUM (both should be in the (C) format).  

 

 
 

Here are the first 30 (of 31) results: 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

 
Objective 1 (continued) 

 
A DIRECT EXTRACTION can be used to determine if the last login date is greater than the termination 

date (use DATA/FIELD MANIPULATION or right click on the data and choose “field manipulation”, 

TERM_DATE should be “date” formatted “dd/mm/yyyy”).  

 

 
 

Here are the results: 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
Objective 2 
Use the IMPORT ASSISTANT to import the Supplier File. Use the JOIN function to create a report of 

suppliers who are also terminated employees. The primary database is the Supplier file, the secondary 

database is the Terminated Employees extraction file; match criteria should be ADDRESS1 in the Supplier 

File and ADDRESS in Terminated Employee extraction file (matches only). 

 
 

Here are the results (does not show all columns to the right): 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

 

 

 
Objective 3 
Use a DIRECT EXTRACTION as follows from the Active Directory_Users File to determine log-ins on 

weekends. Note that the extraction name should be “Weekend Logins”. The extraction should be built as 

indicated below using the DATE/TIME function “dow” (or “day of week”; the software will input it as 

“@dow”). Be sure to use the “Insert Field” bar rather than try to type in the field name. The numbers “1” 

and “7” indicate the days of the week: 1 = Sunday, 7 = Saturday. 

 

 
 

Here are the results: 
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APPENDIX B 

Lab Notes for Instructor: Unauthorized Payments Case 

(PDF files with results available from author) 

 

 

Objectives for Case 2 (unauthorized payments): 

 

 

1. Checking for sequential invoice numbers (refer to section 3.12) 

2. To analyze payments to fictitious vendors (Supplier File, see section 3.15) 

3. Checking for vendors with P.O. box addresses, rather than street addresses 

(Supplier Master File, extract “P.O.” “P O” and “PO”) 

4. Noting payments on Saturday or Sunday 

5. Comparing vendor and employee names (merge Supplier Master File and 

Employee Master File using match keys “L_Name” of employees, SUPPNAME 

for vendor). Also determine if employees and vendors have same addresses 

(match keys Employee: Address, Vendor: Address1) 

6. Testing for duplicate payments (Accounts Payable, section 3.11) 

7. Noting multiple companies with the same address (sort Supplier Master File by 

address) 

8. Noting invoices slightly below the review threshold (Accounts Payable, section 

3.9, set threshold) 

9. Testing for excessive hours worked (need Payroll Most Current Period, extract 

hours > 40) 

10. Testing for salary payments to non-existent or terminated employees (Payroll 

Most Current Period and Master Employee File—cleaned up with only current 

employees, section 3.15) 

 

 

NOTE: The students must turn in printouts of their results (including history file), the 

properly filled out/initialed audit program/audit procedures sheet, along with an audit 

report addressed to the instructor interpreting their findings 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

 
Objective 1  
Set the Working Folder to “Unauthorized Payments Audit” with the dates “Jan 1 2007 – Dec 31 2007” 

(Click File/Set Working Folder) 

 
 

Import the Customer Invoices File. Right click on the data, select FIELD MANIPULATION. Change the 

“Invoice” field to “numeric”. Select the GAP DETECTION icon on the tool bar or select ANALYSIS/GAP 

DETECTION. Name it “Gap Detection for Cust Invoices” and leave the default settings. 

 
The report will show up initially in the window. To see which invoice numbers are missing, click on the 

“+”. You can return to the data by clicking on “Data” in the properties bar on the right hand side of the 

screen. The “Results” section of the properties bar on the right hand side of the screen can be selected to 

review the results of your gap detection.  

 
You can also double-click on the “Invoice” column to have the records automatically put in numeric order 

(ascending). Click on the right side of the column heading and they will be sorted in descending order. 
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APPENIDX B (Continued) 
Objective 2 
Import the Accpay File for Fraud File. Join the ACCPAY FILE FOR FRAUD (primary database) with the 

Supplier File (secondary database). Call this joined file “Fictitious Suppliers”. Match on “SUPPNO” for 

both files and use the “no secondary match” choice when selecting your match preference to perform the 

join function. 

 
 

The results should look like this. 
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APPENDIX B (Continued) 
Objective 3 
Do a DIRECT EXTRACTION on the Supplier File to find all suppliers with PO/P.O. addresses, rather than 

street addresses ( ADDRESS1 = “PO” .OR. ADDRESS1 = “P.O.” .OR. ADDRESS1= “P O”). 

 

 
 
Here are the results: 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
Objective 4 
Use the DIRECT EXTRACTION described in section 3.10.4 of the workbook to find all invoices paid on 

Saturday or Sunday. (Use AccPay for Fraud file) 

Note: PAY_DATE should be changed its format to DATE as below by right clicking on data and choosing 

“Field Manipulation”: 

 
This can be done by right clicking on the data, selecting “Field Manipulation” and changing the 

PAY_DATE” to DATE format with “YYYYMMDD” as the parameter. 

 

Call your extraction “Sat or Sun payments” and use the “dow” DATE/TIME function when building the 

extraction. Recall that day 1 = Sunday and day 7 = Saturday. 

 
 
Here is a partial list of the results (there are 42 weekend payments): 
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APPENDIX B (Continued) 
Objective 5 
The Supplier file should be the active file. 

 

Use the JOIN DATABASES function to determine employees and vendors with the same names. The 

Supplier file is the primary file and the Employee Master File is the secondary. Call this join “Vendor and 

Emp Last Name”.  (Match criteria should be “SUPP_NAME” of supplier and “L_NAME” of employees). 

Indicate you want “matches only”. 

 
 
The results look like this (note that Debra Fixes is a terminated employee) 
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APPENDIX B (Continued) 
Objective 5 (continued): 
To determine if any of the employees and vendors have the same addresses, perform an join databases of 

Supplier File (primary database) and Employee Master File (secondary database). Match on ADDRESS1 

(Supplier File) and ADDRESS (Employee Master File), matches only. Name the file “Suppliers and Emp 

Same Address.” 

 

 
 
Here are the results (missing some of the right-most columns): 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
Objective 6 
Accpay for Fraud file should be the active file.  

 

Use the ANALYSIS/DUPLICATE KEY/DETECTION (or use duplicate key detection icon on toolbar) to 

identify duplicate payments. Call this analysis “Duplicate Pmts”. Click “Key” and base index on 

“SUPPNO” and “AMOUNT”. Click OK/OK to produce the output of duplicate records. 

 

 
Here are the results: 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
Objective 7 
The Supplier File should be the active file 

 

Use the DATA/SORT function to sort suppliers by addresses (ADDRESS1) OR double click on the column 

you want to sort. 

 

Objective 8 
The Accpay File for Fraud is the active file. 

 

Use the DIRECT EXTRACTION function to extract invoice amounts between $29000 and $30000 (which 

is the threshold for a higher level review for payment). Call this extraction “Invoices below Threshold” and 

create the extraction as shown below: 

 

 
 

Here are the results: 
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APPENDIX B (Continued) 
Objective 9 
Use the IMPORT ASSISTANT to import the Payroll Most Current Period file.  

 

Perform a DIRECT EXTRACTION to create a report of all employees who worked more than 40 hours last 

week. Call this extraction “Greater than 40 Hours” and create the extraction as shown below:  

 
 
Here are the results: 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

 
Objective 10 
Payroll Most Current Period and the Employee Master Files should be the active files. 

 

To determine the non-existent/terminated employees getting paid, do a “join databases” and get only those 

payees not listed in the current employee database (note that this will include terminated employees. This 

can be done by joining Payroll Most Current Period (primary database) and Employee Master File 

(secondary database). Call this “Paid emp not on emp MF”. Perform the join choosing “records with no 
secondary match” and match on EMP_NO to determine terminated/non-existent employees who received a 

paycheck 

 
 

Here are the results: 

 
 

Terminated Employees and Payroll Most Current Period should be the active files. Perform a JOIN 

DATABASES to determine terminated employees who received a paycheck in the current period (see 
illustration below), by setting Payroll Most Current Period as primary, Terminated Employees as secondary 

and choosing “Matches Only”. Name this database “Terminated Emp Paid”. 
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This results in the terminated employees who received a paycheck for the current period (all 60 of the 

terminated employees were paid). You would then go and compare the termination date with the date of the 

paycheck (e.g., it might have been their final paycheck). You could do an extraction asking for the 

employees whose termination date was less than the payroll date (latter is not provided in this example). 
Then all that would be left would be the terminated employees who continue to receive paychecks (like the 

guy in “Office Space” who received paychecks for two years after he was laid off!) 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

 
If you were interested in only the non-existent employees who were paid, you can do a join databases using 

your previous extraction (“non-existent or terminated employees”) as the primary database, and the 

Terminated Employees extraction file as the secondary database. Match on “records with no secondary 

match” on EMP_NUM, to indicate you only want those in the non-existent or terminated employees that 

are not in the terminated employee list. 

 
 

 

 


